
 
Hi, 
 
I find your newsletters very interesting. I appreciate the informative articles. 
 
One article in the current newsletter catches my attention quickly: the one about gaps in 
treatment. My experience with this put me at a huge disadvantage while seeking 
settlement for a crash in which I was rear-ended. I sustained a whiplash injury which I 
"denied" at first. Then, when I finally got it, that I did have to get medical attention for a 
problem caused by the crash, I completed one short round of PT and was allowed to be 
dismissed from further treatments with the assurance that I would keep up my exercises 
on my own. I did keep up with the exercises. That part went well. But, healing did not 
progress. Instead, my injury caused progressively more pain and disability for which I 
again did not seek help. My attitude was in the way here. I was very good at guarding 
against pain. I was good at denying the basic problem of the underlying injury. 
 
The reason for this attitude was that I unfortunately chose to not pay attention to my need 
for medical attention during a very difficult, challenging period of time while my 
husband and I were finding our way through the ups and downs of living with his 
Parkinson's Disease which had taken over our lives in so many ways.  
 
The crash happened on March 30, 2010. I did not choose to seriously seek treatment for 
my neck injury until August 2011. By then, I was paying for everything, of course, 
believing that surely the adversarial insurance company would see fit to reimburse me. 
(You may wonder how in the world I could have thought this way. I wonder the same 
question, now.) 
 
Thanks to my doctor, a Physiatrist, I received proper treatment for my injury which 
allowed me to regain normal function by February 2012. After doing diagnostic 
assessments, he prescribed specialized physical therapy for whip lash injury to my neck. 
He personally contacted the physical therapist to ascertain that a specific maneuver would 
be done. I completed a full round of specialized PT and was successful in learning 
exercises to maintain. The therapist also trained my daughter in assisting me to do 
specialized exercises to help maintain my rehabilitated condition.  
 
My case was settled out of court last December. But, not before the adversarial insurance 
company had given my attorney and me a royal hard time about the gaps in my treatment. 
I found myself repeating myself time and time again, long after learning my lessons. 
 
I'm glad you included the article on gaps in treatment. It sends a timely, essential 
message.  
 
Thanks! 
Sincerely, 
D. W. 
	  


